
PLASTIC EXTENSIBLE HIGH VISIBILITY

SAFETY BARRIER   

FLEXXY is a modern extensible high-visibility safety barrier designed to give easy

transportability and simple use in reporting warning on road works and closing access of

restricted areas.

Barrier is made in hard plastic, is very compact and light, can be placed in operation in few

second as it is rapidly extensible in opening and folding, the side “shell type” shoulders have

the double function of ground support and trasportation case.

Code K270
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CHARACTERISTICS AND ADVANTAGES

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS

DIMENSION IN COMPLETE EXTENSION cm 230 DIMENSION COMPLETELY FOLDED cm 47 x 13 x H 107

BASE cm 47 WEIGHT DRY Kg 6,5

WIDTH cm 13 WEIGHT FULL OF WATER Kg 14

HEIGHT cm 107 PACKAGING delivered in hard cardboard box

For greater stability the shoulders can be filled with water or sand from the caps,
this doubles the FLEXXY weight (fig. 1), can be easily stored and trasported even on the smaller vehicles

Two latches keep the barrier firmly closed when transported or stored (fig. 2)

The side shoulders have the double function of case containment and ground support, the shoulders feature
also upper holes to allow insertion of signalization flags, luminous bulbs or warning signs (fig. 3) 

Can be easily carried manually also when walking long distances in city restricted traffic areas, ideal also
for indoor use in department stores, hospitals, airports, large communities or in upper floors of buildings 

The high quality plastic material assures durability, it is resistant to rust, UV rays and is washable, invulnerable
to impacts, chips, sharp burrs of steel, rust and deformation typical of metal barriers, the vivid color, the
phosphorescent bands and the large exposed surfaces mean maximum visibility and safety

FLEXXY is ideal in all situations, it is aesthetically impeccable and give to the work site an image
of professionality and modernity 

For characteristics and practicality of use is irreplaceable for fast and multiple interventions, it is
“operator friendly” and once operated will become irreplaceable 
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